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	In this fast-paced book on the Docker open standards platform for developing, packaging and running portable distributed applications, Deepak Vorha


	discusses how  to build, ship and run applications on any platform such as a PC, the cloud, data center or a virtual machine. He describes how to install and create Docker images. and the advantages off Docker containers.The remainder of the book is devoted  to discussing using Docker with important software solutions. He begins  by discussing using Docker with a traditional RDBMS using Oracle and MySQL.  Next he moves on to NoSQL with chapter on MongoDB Cassandra, and Couchbase.   Then he addresses the use of Docker in the Hadoop ecosystem with complete chapters on utilizing not only Hadoop, but Hive, HBase, Sqoop, Kafka, Solr and Spark.





	What You Will Learn


		
			How to install a Docker image
	
			How to create a Docker container
	
			How to run an Application in a Docker Container
	
			Use Docker with Apache Hadoop Ecosystem
	
			Use Docker with NoSQL Databases
	
			Use Docker with RDBMS





	Who This Book Is For


	Apache Hadoop Developers. Database developers. NoSQL Developers.
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Database Design: Know It AllMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
All of the elements of database design together in a single volume written by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       This book brings all of the elements of database design together in a single volume, saving the reader the time and expense of making multiple purchases. It consolidates both introductory and advanced...
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Nonlinear Microwave Circuit DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Design techniques for nonlinear microwave circuits are much less developed than for linear microwave circuits. Until now there has been no up-to-date text available in this area. Current titles in this field are considered outdated and tend to focus on analysis, failing to adequately address design and measurement aspects.
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Ethics In Public Relations: A Guide To Best PracticeKogan Page, 2004
Ethical questions and dilemmas are inherent to public relations, and ensuring that practitioners operate ethically is fundamental to the professionalism and credibility of the field. Ethics in Public Relation gives readers the tools and knowledge to enable them to make defensible decisions, and outlines the important ethical concerns in...
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Oracle PL/SQL Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2007
In this compact book, Steven Feuerstein, widely recognized as one of the world's leading experts on the Oracle PL/SQL language, distills his many years of programming, teaching, and writing about PL/SQL into a set of best practices-recommendations for developing successful applications. Covering the latest Oracle release, Oracle Database 11g,...
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America's Corner Store: Walgreen's Prescription for SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for America’s Corner Store
"Who would have thought the story of a drugstore chain could encompass so much vital and fascinating American history? With superb storytelling skills, John Bacon gives us a vivid and insightful chronicle of matters both large and small, from the birth of the milkshake to the rise of America’s...
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Taking Your Kindle Fire to the MaxApress, 2012


	With the advent of the internet , the proliferation of mobile phones, and the rapid development

	of wireless technologies, we are truly living in a digital age.





	It seems like only yesterday that we were using dial-up, and that awful scream from the

	modem meant that we were online at data speeds that would seem like a...
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